Western Australian Coding Rule

0310/01 PICQ Indicator 102063

WA Coding Rule *PICQ Indicator 102063* is retired. PICQ is not currently used by WA Health.

DECISION

WA Coding Rule 1209/06 *PICQ Indicator 102063* is retired.

Western Australian Coding Rule

1209/06 PICQ Indicator 102063

Q.
Indicator 102063 which pertains to ACS 1438 in reference to the Classification box on p213 - point 4 will need to be updated to follow the instruction Errata 2 - September 2008. (deleted the additional coding of N18.5 CKD, stage 5. Therefore you can assign code Z99.2 on its own if it meets the criteria of ACS 0002.

A.
This unfortunately is a PICQ with more than one edit scenario. Yes the edit is no longer required if only the Z99.2 is assigned without N18.5, but it is still required if there is haemodialysis procedure coded but no corresponding N18.5. It identifies those cases that would be exempt i.e. acute kidney failure or impairment. PICQ 101586 picks up the procedure coded with Z99.2 which is not required and it looks like PICQ 101587 has been removed.

DECISION
This PICQ is used for more than one edit scenario so it can not be removed.

[Effective 04 Dec 2009, ICD-10-AM/ACHI/ACS 6th Ed.]